io8	FALSE TROUBLES
person will persist in hanging on to old troubles and
at the same time permit new ones to pile up, then it
will not be very long before he will be weighted down
with a vengeance.
Some people love to accumulate junk. I know a
good lady who has lived in the same house ever since
she was married long years ago, out of which habita-
tion no object ever emerges—not even an empty
medicine bottle or a broken umbrella-stick. In this
attitude no principles of utility are involved; the good
lady simply wants to hang on to anything and every-
thing that comes within her little sphere of influence,
and she makes an exceedingly great success of it—even
down to her troubles. The person who is always
bowed down with trouble is like this junk-collecting
acquaintance of mine. No matter what unpleasant
experience is encountered, it is piled on top of the rest,
accepted as an inevitable burden, and the journey of
life resumed with a little added groaning. Everything
is held on to and nothing is ever let go. Even the
st medicine bottles" and " broken umbrella-sticks " of
little petty troubles are clutched and hoarded.
The capacity to withstand trouble is properly
measurable by the faculty that exists for throwing it
ofi. It is not the amount that can be sustained, but that
which can be successfully disposed of. As soon as a
person specializes in a capacity to carry troubles, the
end is in sight. No one has yet been able to make
much of a showing in that sort of speciality. It is like
trying to carry unbaled hay in a suit-case. The manu-
facturer of a good rain-coat does not advertise the
amount of moisture that his coat will absorb, but how
beautifully the garment will shed the rain.

